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The Elden Ring is the leading fantasy adventure game company in South Korea. Since its establishment in 2012, the company has established a strong reputation with a high quality service while producing innovative products that are heavily praised by gamers around the world. The company has become one of the most popular
companies amongst gamers and is growing rapidly in the market. The company currently has more than 125 employees and is developing several exciting projects that will be released in the future. Visit: www.eldenring.com Part 1 One day, a young man named Askin-eus wakes up, nowhere and nowhere at all. He awakes, and as

he looks around he realizes that he is in a large, underground cavern. However, he notices that he cannot move. He looks at his hand and realizes that he is bound by a handkerchief around his left arm. He then sees a pair of small, brown eyes staring at him. The eyes are not threatening, nor are they friendly. The pair of small
brown eyes is looking at him curiously. Suddenly, Askin-eus sees something dark move. It was a massive winged beast with enormous eyes. Askin-eus heard a roar and then the beast swooped down to him. He realizes that the big, winged beast was his abductor. The beast then begins to speak, “My name is Fysalis. It has been a
while since I have had a good playmate. You seem to be a good target.” Askin-eus feels a sense of dread wash over him. Fysalis then slowly rips the handkerchief from Askin-eus’ left arm. The young man realizes that he was now completely free. The young man cannot believe what he has just seen, and he feels like he is inside a
nightmare. Fysalis proceeds to cackle as he then says, “I will devour your life in a matter of seconds.” Askin-eus says, “How could you think you could do this?” Fysalis proceeds to laugh gleefully as he says, “You think you’re some kind of king, don’t you? Fysalis then begins to fly away. Askin-eus begins to yell, “Stop! Don’t leave

me here! Please come back!” Askin-eus then realizes that it was completely impossible for Fysalis to hear him

Elden Ring Features Key:
Full freedom of Vast World Exploration

A feeling of unity as you explore a vast world together with other players
Unique dice system based on Fate Core

Playable Scenario
In addition to the classic combo of exploring and combat, Brave Frontier now features the Scenario system, allowing players to write their own scenarios that feel a great sense of respect for the Power of the Elden Ring.

The customizable Scenario system allows players to simply access and modify all the data necessary to create scenarios, thanks to convenient ready-to-use maps. Add information and descriptions to the map graphics that have already been introduced in Brave Frontier. Add elements to the map such as dungeons, portals, or special
rooms. Add new elements or descriptions to the bosses and the overall content. By doing all this, the scenario writer can set traps using the set boxes. The scenario system also allows users to play with their friends online, gathering cards and equipment to defeat their opponents. Play and try out all the contents for free!

 

Recommended for players of Brave Frontier who:

Are familiar with action games or 2D fighting games
Enjoy game style with a home and play-like experience

Brave Frontier 2

EB:

POWER ROOM:
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